
Mary Alexander - Samaritan Comfort 

Address: P.O. BOX 4716 

Ocala, Florida 34478 

Contact number (352) 307-9339 

To: All State and Local Agencies involved 

Re: Server Harassment / Unfair Treatment Complaint 

Date: May 21,2013 

Dear Sir / Ma'am 

I would like to introduce myself; ray name is Mary Alexander, Business Owner of Samaritan 
Comfort Independent Transitional Housing facilities, located in Marion County, Ocala Florida. 
You may have heard about or seen the situation I am filing this official complaint about 
previously television or in the newspapers and radio stations. October 28,20091 was publicly 
embarrassed and humiliated before millions of people by the Florida Health Care Agencies. The 
allegations they brought against me, consisted of operating an unlicensed Assisted living facility, 
which was unfounded. The officials acted on hear say and speculation rather investigating the 
facts of the matter first. An official investigation would have confirmed that I am indeed 
authorized by Marion County's Board of Commissioners Oct 20,2009 to own and operate the 
two business establishments. They shut down the businesses and in which I am legally operating 
according to regulation requirement, and was in possession of all necessary documentation to 
prove the fact, in which I was dented the opportunity to present official documents to the 
Attorney General which would have proved the allegations to be false and without merit in the 
initial stage of investigation. 

On the morning of October 28,2009 at 5:30 am, the Attorney General unprofessional ly 
stormed/' invaded my home banging on my windows and door demanding to get in, as if I was 
one of America's most wanted fugitives. Without asking any questions, they humiliated me and 
then arrested me, and made me take my wig off as I fell down before cameras and the media, 
they shut down my businesses. Their un-professional/un-warranted conduct resulted in me 
feeling violated as if masked men with criminal intent had just invaded my place of comfort, 
(my home) to rob me of my personal property and identity, as if I was a prisoner in my own 
home. Their action has caused me to be severely traumatized and I have nightmares and health 
problems currently to this date because of this un-necessary action on the behalf of the Attorney 
General's office, which could have been totally avoided if only I was afforded an opportunity to 
present proof documentation prior to them acting in a totally un-professional manner. 

If there was a problem with my homes, mere communication and professionalism between the 
both of us working together, could have eliminated the ground level escalation and resolved the 
problem/complaint/allegation without the embarrassment and un-warranted arrest, humiliation, 
slanderous act and front page article in the newspapers slandering my business good name. We 
could have worked together. 1 of 10 



The businesses I owned and operated were INDEPENDENT / TRANSITIONAL HOUSING for 
our low-income and homeless families, which is totally different a from Assisted Living 
Facilities. Our County Officials gave us approval for independent/transitional housing on 
October 20,2009. We were not advertising as an Assisted Living, but as Independent 
Transitional Housing, there was not a need for one in our area although I am qualified. 

Never have established or even desired to operate an Assisted Living Facility. I have operated a 
legitimate INDEPENDENT / TRANSITIONAL HOUSING business with integrity, honesty and 
loyalty to the tenants, families, and the community in which I serve. If you know my integrity 
and personal character, you would know that what they alleging was un-founded and untrue. 
However because the agency did not officially investigate the allegation, it made it impossible to 
rule out the un-merited, un-necessary, un-professional act in which transpired. 

Over 25 years of sacrificed: and working in the church as a Social Service Coordinator-working 
with families and the homeless, 15 years of allowing individuals, strangers stay in my home at 
no charge; finding placement for thousands of homeless families with low income or no income; 
finding funding to pay utility bills, rent, providing free transportation for families in need; 
connection with different agencies and providing families/individuals with donated merchandise 
including automobiles for those without transportation; I've even connected with the Rape Crisis 
Center, Salvation Army, and local social service agencies, to meet the need of families; I've 
always tried to help people in need that is my passion; with thousands of hours of my time being 
volunteered to help those less fortunate...always showing Gods Love. 

The State Attorney Office illegally went through our mail boxes and mail to serve subpoena 

This was reported to the Post Master of Marion County. 

On December 2009: Me and my grand kids baking cookies and cupcakes for the homeless 
families to donate when the sheriff department and Chuck Bory came pounding on my doors 
demanding to come in for no reason, my grand kids was scared and frighten. 

This letter is a complaint against DCF Department of Children and Families for over 
stepping their bounds and abasing their authority and using the sheriff dept to harass my 
business, in retaliation for losing a court case to me, as I stated to the judge who presided 
over the case. I proved to the court that allegations were untrue and I continued to operate 
my business, and after that time I have had so many visits from the State Officials it's hard 
to keep up with them, especially when they refuse to sign in on log book for all visitors. 

On December 09,2010; In the courtroom of Judge Scott a recorded statement from Attorney 
General Robert Salmon of Tampa bribed (rewarded) Williams Martin allowed him to reopen his 
unlicensed assistant living and allowed a client (Jahheed Simmons) to be choked out by 
Williams Martin was not persecuted no legal action was brought against William Martin and the 
reason why is to gain false information on Mary Alexander (complainant) whether it was true or 
false it did not matter, 2.of 10 



William Martin was not licensed, and never obtained a licensed from no agency, had no proof, 
no evident concerning Mary Alexander, Attorney Robert Salmon fully aware of these unproven 
allegations and fault finding tactics. Nothing factual just only hear- say from individual who had 
his run in with law. Attorney General never brought legal action against Williams Martin for his 
action of abuse to a client who suffered severe forced trauma to the head and neck area, all 
confession caught on tape all. 

State Agencies was sitting in the court room when this confession came out into the open even 
our State Attorney Phil Hanson was there but they was so focus on false allegations concerning 
complainant Mary Alexander, till the incident of true merit and bodily harm against ones person 
was willingly ignored by our Officials, and this is one of many reasons why I don't trust the 
judicial system and it's obvious bias and discriminating practices. 

On January of 2011: Compliant against DCF and the same Attorney General: I receive a frantic 
phone call from a tenant which resides at SW 74 ct crying upset, they explain to me that a DCF 
Glenda McDonald and the same Attorney General Andrea Chilton (4 White females). First 
initial knocked, then began banging and pounding on the doors and windows with a hard objects 
screaming and yelling at the tenants, stating they had 2 seconds to open the door, and if not they 
were going to break the door down. Tenants had to act fast to remove the chain and give them 
time unlock the door. DCF Glenda McDonald and the same Attorney General Andrea Chilton 
continue to scream, finally the tenant open the door with great fear, they searched the house, 
refuse to sign the sign in log, went through the pantry, refrigerator, walked into the bedrooms wit 
out permission, screaming and yelling for no reason, very rude to tenants and very 
unprofessional for no reason because they couldn't shut us down and trying to force our tenants 
to leave because of very harsh treatment from their agency. After all of this they found nothing 
wrong with our Facility the ultimate motives were to destroy our business. This could have been 
handle different with gentle approached this was reported to Attorney Phil Hanson and Attorney 
Jeffery Marty immediately. My Attorney Jeffery Marty was so up-set and angry because of this 
type of behavior from our State Officials conduct towards a black woman Attorney Jeffery 
Marty sent an emergency email to State Attorney Phil Hanson and started looking for Civil Right 
Attorney. 

Oo January of 2011: Compliant against DCF: This same State female Officials Glenda 
McDonald went the same day to Shannon Alexander (black female) her address sw 38th ave rd. 
house Marion Oaks lane with no sheriff department escort present and illegally broke into black 
female house while Shannon, owner was not home but a teenager female with elementary school 
age little black girls was home doing homework and almost scared them to death with no 
apologies they had no allegations or reason to be at the black female house. Due to her having 
the same last name, Alexander and they thought that her house was illegally owned by Mary 
Alexander (complainant) in which Mary Alexander (complainant) has no ties to.. A written 
report of this illegal action by the State was report to Chuck Bory, agency Supervisor, in which 
he never responded to or acknowledges the documented complaint filed. 

On February 16,2011: After all the harassments and fault finding State Officials privately 
came and apologized hugs was exchanged and as they requested prayer for their sons in the 
military in Iraq. On February 16,2011 AHCA wrote a good letter of no violations found. 

On December of 2011: Until the first months of the years of 2012 Samaritan Comfort accepted 



3 register sex-ofFenders in our facility on Sw 74ct, we later received complaints within the 
facility, on two of the sex offenders, stating they were hang outside of the facility when the 
school bus comes in the morning and evening, we immediately investigated'took action, and 
informed the two sex offender of the allegations/complaint against them, advised them if the 
report is true our agency will get the law involved. They were informed that the safety our 
community was first and will not be breeched, and our community children shall and will be 
protected to the highest standard and degree possible. Both offenders became very angry and 
called DCF and Sheriff, told many many lies. We received a call from a neighbor stating 1 have a 
circus around my facility full of State Official, I asked why 

Wasn't Mary Alexander (complainant) notified, I was informed because State Official would not 
allow tenants to make a call to Mary Alexander, Officer Adrian Lewis, was there at the facility 
answering the phone with a nasty attitude, 

I immediately went to facility on 74th ct, I shook everyone hands, no one told me nothing nor 
informed me as to why they were there, instead every State Official left quickly. Could someone 
please explain this unprofessional tactic displayed by a State Governing agent? This action 
clearly obvious, no respect for African American business, again unproven allegations and fault 
finding tactics 

On Jan 2012 :Complaint against the Sheriff Dept: I went to the Sheriff dept in Marion Oaks, 
Florida to retrieve a report of the incident that took place on SW 74th ct. the reception was 
sitting at the desk( young white female) and Officer Adrian Lewis came from the back with a 
nasty attitude stating he did not make a report, at which time, I requested the name all officers 
that was involved in the incident for my report. Officer Lewis became very rude and loud and 
stating, that I don't pay my rent also I have no legal rights to the house on SW 74th ct., I asked 
Officer Lewis did he have any documentation to support his allegations, he then yelled and said 
get out of his office. He stated that the realtor Cynthia Alexander both of us were bad people 
especially not be related, I asked Officer Lewis could he lower his tone of his voice and could he 
be more professional and cease or control his negative/irate attitude. I then requested all report 
from 2009 until 2012 with my name being involved for whatever reason. Officer Lewis became 
very loud and unprofessional, stating that's a lot of paper works with your name on it, you have a 
bad name. Officer Lewis yelled and screamed you better not kick those tenants out of your 
house, I was very confused about Officer Lewis statement because I was the worst person in the 
world according to him, therefore why would he want these people to stay under my 
care/supervision??.. I explain to Officer Lewis that our organization have structure and order, we 
dont get mad with people and kick them out, there is a process we take according to Fla laws. 
Officer Lewis became loud and screaming stating that we better not stop those people from 
calling 911,1 explain to Officer Lewis that we explain to our tenants that they cannot make non 
emergency calls such as if they need cigarettes, lost a pair of shoes, or they think someone stole 
their hats. Officer Lewis screamed and said get out of my office. I explain to Officer Lewis that 
what was the purpose of his loud tone of voice due to him being the only one acting out by 
yelling and screaming. 

Officer Lewis was very much out of control, I told the reception that I will come back and pick 
up the paperwork and it will give Officer Lewis the opportunity to cool down, we don't have to 
scream or yelled we are two adults and we communicate as such. 4 of 10 



It is very hard when the Sheriff dept. teams up with other agencies and set judgment using their 
power and authority against our agency Samaritan Comfort and Mary Alexander (complainant) 
on a matter and has only one side of the story and refusing to professionally investigate and 
resolve false allegations reported to their office. 

On January 2012: Complaint against Sheriff Dept: The sheriff came to facility on 15048 sw 
25th cir Ocala. Looking for a tenant by the name of John W the house manager explain to the 
officer that the person named in the report was not there, the officer proceed to demand their 
way into the facility to conduct an illegal search, and demanded to look under the tenant bed 
without a search warrant, Mr. Graham explain he could not allow officers into the facility and 
there was other individuals that was there that would feel uncomfortable if he allow that, the 
officers got very mad and threaten our agency staff, stating that when we call them they will not 
help us. Mr. Graham asked are you threaten me Mr. Officer, the Officer replied, "no" that is a 
promise. Mary Alexander spoke with officer on the phone explain that the person named in the 
report was in the hospital, they confirmed it and left the premises. 

On the years of 2011-2012: Complaint Against DCF- Glenda McDonald informed our tenants 
and our tenants families not to pay Mary Alexander (complainant) no money, we don't like her 
and she don't deserve to be paid. Remember this is a place of business. Listed below are families 
that owes agency due to them following the above instructions; 

1. Mr. Porter- owes over $3,500.(now lives in nursing home, Williston Fl. -1 have the family 
contact information) 

2. Mr. John Clarke- zero (sex offender) now lives Ocala, south pine ave. 

3. Michael smith- $4,000 (sex offender)now lives Deltona, Fl. 

4. Porter family owes Samaritan Comfort for keeping their father, until he deceased. Glenda 
McDonald told these people not to pay Mary Alexander, and they have not paid us yet us, this 
was reported to Chuck Bory and Mr. Roy Carr headquarters in Tallahassee, Florida this DCF 
adult protective service refuse to us, and continue owes us for 10 over clients in which services 
was provided and they have never paid us for the services. This complaint have been filed but no 
avail (all can be verified) 

On Dec 2012: Complaint against the Sheriff Dept: I receive a frantic phone call from a tenant 
from SW 74 ct crying upset, they explain to me that a Sheriff officer from Marion oaks. First 
initial knock was banging and pounding on the doors and windows with a hard objects 
screaming and yelling that they 2 seconds to open the door if not they was going to break the 
door down. Tenant told them they had to remove the chain and give them time unlock the door, 
the officer continue to scream, finally the tenant open the door the officer said, where is Kevin 
and Mary Alexander? The tenants said they are not here at this moment but we have their phone 
number do you want it? The officer said No! the officer made loud announcements threw out the 
house and said I would like to let you all know that Kevin and Mary do not have legal rights to 
this house, 5 of 10 



they are not paying their rent, and the owners was on vacation, and the officer repeated his 
statement over and over the tenants was very scared and upset. One became so up-set that the 
officer had to comfort her in his arms, this officer did not have no supportive documentation, he 
had a simple phone call from an anonymous person, I went the very next day to spoke with the 
supervisor of sheriff department in Marion oaks Supervisor, Grady, to file a complaint against 
one of his officers, and explain how he conducted himself in a very unprofessional matter real 
nasty attitude. The facility on 74th ct and how the officer a made unnecessary loud 
announcements in our facility without speaking with Mary to gather necessary information 
concerning allegations as well as fact finding. Supervisor Grady was very rude to and very 
unprofessional for no reason. 1 did know Supervisor Grady at all, I only met Supervisor Grady 
maybe twice during our business in Marion Oaks. There was no reason for Supervisor Grady to 
get rude and disrespectful toward me, he would not let me Finish my verbal complaint against 
his officer, nor did he allow me to file a complaint How can 1 expect this person to help or 
protect me if 1 should need assistance from him or his staff? 

On May 2013; Complaint Sheriff Dept: One of our facility volunteer supervisor, Mr. Graham 
stopped a Spanish female Officer/Deputy, in Marion Oaks a to inform her that we were concern 
about one of our tenants, which had not returned home in timely manner. The female 
Officer/Deputy became very rude and disrespectful to the facility volunteer. 

She wanted to search the facility and talk with each individual in the facility; we explain to her 
that the problem was on the outside, not on the inside with other tenants. She called Mary 
Alexander (complainant) to gain access inside the facility. The Officer/Deputy was informed by 
Complainant, she could not go inside, due to the fact the tenants would become very 
uncomfortable any disturbed with their normal daily operation being breeched with an 
Officer/Deputy walking through their home. 

The Officer/Deputy, became very angry and stated on the phone, "I know you and I don't like 
you", and she hung up the phone. She then proceeded to ask one of the tenants that had returned 
from food shopping, and was walking from the vehicle to the front door, how much do she pay 
here to live at the facility, the tenant kindly told the Officer that was none of her concern or her 
business and she love it at Samaritan Comfort and Mary Alexander is very nice to us. The 
female Officer then ceased from asking questions when her Supervisor walked up on site. You 
don't ask Bill Gates how much he makes or Oprah. Once again the Spanish female Officer was 
unprofessional, over step her boundary and cross lines as a Public Servant, to serve and protect 
the Citizens of Marion County, Florida. 

On May 17,2013: three allegations/complaints were received from an unknown person who 
called the hotline, is what we were informed, and that was their reasoning to come into our 
facility to investigate. Three complaints listed below. 

1. There was dead body involved. 

2. Inadequate Supervision. 

3. Inadequate Supervision. 6 of 10 



I clearly explained to State Officials on 05-17-13, James Dow (the individual in question, they 
was referring to/ inquiring about) never lived in our facility, he moved out from a group home in 
Marion Oaks one year ago, and this individual died approximately 6 months ago, and we were 
questioned by the State Trooper approximately 6 months ago. 

This is Licensed Independent Living facility, which requires no supervision or no supervision is 
needed. They continue to violate our facility; this could have been handle over a cup of coffee. 
But instead State Officials continuously wants to harm, slander, ruin character and integrity of 
my business once again, hurt or bring harm to my family once again, and shut us down once 
again, continue to slander our name continuously and destroy our good reputation after 28 years 
of sacrifice and service over and over again. Please keep this in mind we are hated without cause 
or merit, and we have not violated anyone. Truly we respect and embrace the State Officials to 
their jobs effectively, professionally with the best interest of all involved, not being bias or 
abusing their authority. 

On May 17,2013: AHCA employees Larry Carmody H accused our facility of handle our 
tenant's medications, cooking their food unproven allegations and fault finding tactics. He was 
handing out Cease and Desist letters without cause, like he was handing out candy, when read 
our Contracts and Statement letters; he recalled his action and he shut his mouth, Larry Cannody 
II was given a copy of each document used to process our tenant into our facility. Mr. Carmody 
handle himself in very unprofessional matter. 

On May 17,2013 :This letter is addressed to all State Agencies involved in the unproven 
allegations and fault finding tactics, violations of my humans rights continued for about 4-5 
years Mary Alexander, 1 constantly harassments year after year and even on this year 2013, the 
day of 05-17-13. Over 25 years of service I have never been complained about or found to be 
abusive to any of my clients. 

1 have stated numerous of times our passion and interest is Independent living, homeless 
shelters. Transitional housing for our low-income and homeless families. We are being 
consistently humiliated, harassed, traumatized and victimized to the highest level of disrespect 
in which a single African American business could have suffered since Dr. Martin Luther King 
because of unproven allegations and fault finding tactics. 

The State Attorney refused to shake my hand as I invited The State Attorney Phil Hanson and the 
Investigator of the Sheriff department into my home. After one of my volunteer Supervisor, was 
being threaten to be put into jail if he didn't open the door the State Officials scream and yelled 
demanding their way into the house, tenants was scared and frighten and shaken up, this was not 
necessary. They were acting like they were looking for runaway slaves or Americas most wanted 
criminals. 

If there was allegations we could have handle this matter much more professional manner than 
how it was handle by the State Officials. We could have met at my attorney office or my office. 
We were so violated an angry. 7 of 10 
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On May 21,2013: State Attorney Phil Hanson Paid a visit to Polly Assistant Living and tried to 
retrieve negative information concerning Mary Alexander after Ms. Kate would not talk negative 
about Mary Alexander he went the next person Ms. Scarlet another tenant that only met Mary 
Alexander twice during her short stay at Samaritan Comfort. 

State Attorney Phil Hanson was fishing for negative information to lock Mary Alexander in jail. 
For all good that Mary Alexander have done for this community. State Attorney Phil Hanson 
should have rewarded her for her great job. African American businesses is not recognized in 
Marion county State Officials finds way of closing us down. 

Respectfully submitted 

CONCLUSION: 

My closing statement: 
Slander: Our agency has been overwhelm with slander, damaging our character, and our 
integrity: please keep in mind that we have never been found at fault in any of the abuse 
allegations or violation of any Florida governing rules, regulations or guidelines concerning 
Independent Living facilities, humans rights, etc. We are hated and discriminated against 
without a cause. My facilities never done any wrong and we have learn to fight back at all cost 
for what is rightfully due unto us, refusing to be intimidated, counted as less than in comparison 
to our other similar business owners of a different ethnicity, this is the 21st Century whereas all 
shall be treated equally regardless of the color of their skin. 1 am asking for your help PLEASE, 
after talking to many African American business owners some have been closed down by White 
Officials, but (I) (complainant) Mary Alexander chose to fight back because I have done nothing 
wrong, only following guidelines. I was raised to be a Good Samaritan and love and help the 
needy, and I don't understand our State Officials! they would rather for these helpless families to 
be on the street instead of in a safe place, where they can receive nurturing, compassionate 
LOVE jus! as Jesus Christ has loved people. 

We are still open but State Officials wants to close us down for no reason. State Attorney Phil 
Hanson (white gentlemen with a cold spirit refused to shake your hand) he won't be happy until 
he digs, plunder and pry and concoct any reason to sabotage complainant's Mary Alexander's 
businesses, shut them down all for selfish gain. However, just like Ms. Rosa Parks 1 refuse to 
settle for less in life and refuse to let people run over me because they don't like the color of my 
skin! Enough is enough Attorney Phil Hanson, your attempts to severely traumatized Mary 
Alexander at all cost. 

PLEASE!! Help us to fight and take this to the media. Our State Officials ARE corrupt. 

(All can verified) 



This false call made by one of my family members because we reported financial thief on the 
behalf of the elderly female to Palm Garden and DCF Rose Ann Powers. 

We have never operated an unlicensed Assistant Living homes nor do we have any interest to. 
We have a LICENSED lodging establishment not a Health Care facility. I Mary Alexander do 
not participate in or assist with tenant's medications or personal care all of those services are 
handled by the tenants themselves or a licensed home health aide of their choice. All of this 
information is documented signed and dated by the tenant before admissions. 

Your cease and dismiss letter is tactic to closed us down; 1 have strong legal verifications of your 
laws which you do not abide by. I believe you are abusing your Power, your Position, and 
Authority in the wrong matter. This type of behavior will be exposed. I am not going to stop 
until I take this matter to higher level of Authority. No weapon formed against us will prosper. 

You have over stepped your boundary with my Agency, my Tenants , my Family, and especially 
my grand-children, shame on you State Officials little black kids, being interrogated at their 
schools for no reason, bringing distractions unto them at school, only because of a unproven 
allegations against their grand-mother Mary Alexander. 

AH our homes have always stayed under ratio our number of beds have always been low, we had 
two female in transition of other housing options due to a higher level of care they felt they 
needed. This matter was reported in timely matter to our DCF supervisor Ms. Rose Ann Powers, 
before any false allegations. There are White owned establishments in this very same county that 
is not licensed, over packed but they have been operating for many years, if you would STOP 
harassing Mary Alexander do your legal investigations you would find this information out. 

Again, I do not operate an Unlicensed Assistant Living home, and we do not advertised as an 
ALF. 

On May 21.2013:1 received a call from Kate at Polly Assistant Living (352-794-7601) one the 
previous tenants that left on the same day of the unproven allegations and fault finding tactics on 
05-17-13, her departure was because she felt that she needed a higher level of care. 

Kate called Mary Alexander, (complainant) and expressed her desire to return to Samaritan 
Comfort, she felt as though she was pressured by the State Officials to leave Samaritan Comfort. 
She informed me in her own words that State Officials was interrogating her on Friday inside her 
bedroom privately, and she kept saying that Mary Alexander is a sweet person, they told (her) 
Kate, they did not want to hear nothing sweet about Mary Alexander, we are going to shut her 
down and lock her up in jail. 

Larry D. Carmody II from AHCA called tenants families on 05-21-13 and told them they was 
going to shut us down On June 01,2013 and Mary Alexander (complainant) is going jail. But he 
could not give a reason when the family inquires as to what had transpired. 


